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1
What is the Internet
of Things (IoT)?
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The Internet of Things (IoT) enables Internetconnected devices to collect, analyse,
process and transfer data to other devices
using software, applications and technical
equipment such as sensors and detectors.

This technology has led to a wealth of opportunities for users
in terms of its application, and many experts assess its potential
as unlimited. However, the practical usage of IoT remains at the
initial, experimental level.

IoT is currently most applicable in manufacturing, and there are
many examples of smart substations and the remote monitoring
of network elements in the electricity sector, as well as of the
construction of smart farms and greenhouses in the agricultural
sector, the tracing and monitoring of cargo in the transportation

sector, and multiple applications of IoT in smart city
infrastructure (e.g. smart energy consumption, smart traffic
management systems and smart waste management).
However, IoT has great potential in the consumer segment.
This technology has gained its strongest foothold in the smart
home segment, where it has opened up opportunities for
enhancing security and energy efficiency, as well as for creating
a comfortable environment at home and improving overall living
standards. However, this is not the only way for people to use
IoT. Applying IoT to the consumption of media content and the
entertainment segment in general can substantially improve
the quality of the consumer experience and affect our choice
of leisure activities.

IoT is closely related to big data technologies and artificial
intelligence (AI). This publication covers a number of
technologies used in the media industry, including IoT,
data analytics (DA) and AI (together “IoT”).
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2
How IoT can change
the quality of the
consumer experience:
Examples from
international practice
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Media and entertainment companies are currently battling
for consumers’ leisure time. The winners so far have been
those companies that provide the desired content in the right
place, at the right time and in the right form.

We identified four locations where people primarily
consume media content: at home, at work (in the office),
on transport (public and private) and in all remaining space
that could conditionally be called “out-of-doors” (e.g.
entertainment centres, fitness clubs, restaurants, museums
and parks). Depending on the place and context, a consumer
uses different devices and consumes different content.

Figure 1: Examples of the consumption of media content*
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The high level of device penetration in our lives has resulted in
a myriad of data about us being generated and collected. Media
companies receive information about our location, movements,
favourite leisure venues, interests and preferences, range of
contacts, plans, schedules and even our health. It is now possible
to easily trace the interests and preferences of a person with
regard to their consumption of content, such as their preferred
genres, channels of consumption, time, location and websites,
as well as the devices used to consume content.
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However, this list is not exhaustive, as technologies can now
even detect a person’s response to information and content
based on their pulse or facial expressions. However, only a
small number of companies have managed so far to use this
array of information to improve their services. Media companies
need new competences to retain consumers, and those that
integrate IoT-based technologies in a timely manner to utilise
this data will be ahead of the game. Consumers will enjoy
a whole new level of services and experiences.
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What can this data be used for? For one, the data can identify
a specific user. A smart device can identify a family member by
his or her voice and offer them a personalised selection of news
or a favourite radio station to listen to, or provide them with
access to their accounts in streaming services. For example,
the Google Home smart speaker identifies the voices of different
family members and can turn on a personalised selection of
music as soon as they say, “Okay, Google, play some music”.
The smart speaker can read off a news feed selected for the
user by recognising their voice, and they can show a requested
movie on a TV set through the Netflix platform. A user can be
identified by their voice, fingerprints, facial features or location,
among other attributes.

A second example of the potential use of IoT technology is the
personalisation and adaptation of media content. However,
the amount of personalisation and adaptation ranges, from
the personal selection of content and the use of algorithms
by services such as YouTube, Netflix, Apple Music and Yandex
to changes in scripts or ends of movies, depending on the
preferences of the user in question. For example, media
companies such as HBO are experimenting with interactive
formats. In 2018, HBO released Mosaic, an interactive TV series
in which viewers could use a mobile application to select which
character’s story they wanted to follow.

The next step may be tracking a person’s pulse or
emotions and adjusting what they are watching depending
on how they are responding to it, assuming users are
willing to share this kind of data with media companies.

Another example of the use of IoT in media is the creation
of the most comfortable conditions for content consumption
through personalised content delivery. Examples
of personalised content delivery are fairly diverse, e.g.
adjusting the light, volume, image or website to match
a device, and adjusting the content itself depending on
the delivery channel (e.g. adapting news for reading or
listening).

There are already TV sets that adjust the brightness and
volume to match their environment and context. The Google
Home Max premium smart speaker identifies its own location
and any items around it to optimise the volume.

Netflix, which provides access to video content, movies, TV
series and shows, offers “smart" socks that can detect when a
viewer has fallen asleep during a show and put it on a pause.

Another example of the use of IoT in the media industry is the creation
of the most comfortable conditions for content consumption, i.e. the
personalisation of content delivery.

Many companies invest in technology that enables users to switch
seamlessly between devices (e.g. Rodale, an American publishing
company, sells fitness and health publications, its most famous
being Men’s Health and Women’s Health). If a user switches from
their mobile phone to their watch during a Men’s Health app-based
training, the application allows them to continue the training
programme from the point where they stopped.

Many publishing houses and news websites have long been
using responsive design technology, which creates a website
layout that matches the specific device from which a user is
consuming content. Some publishing houses go further and
adapt article headlines and text for different devices. For
example, The Boston Globe shortens article headlines to two
lines specifically for reading on mobile devices, as well as edits
its articles to make them more concise.
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Euronews uses a digital platform that converts content into
different formats and converts content to match different devices.
Content can be provided to a user as a video or as a text that
can be read online, or it can be adapted for watches and
smartphones; it can even be vocalised for listening.

Another example of IoT is the creation of content based
on collected statistics. Large studios (e.g. Disney) are
experimenting with focus groups to select scenes for movie
trailers or to edit scripts based on viewer responses and their
pulse rates while watching. Studios have previously used the
responses of audience test groups to edit the endings of films;
however, new technologies allow for gathering much greater
arrays of data, the accuracy of which are much higher.
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Figure 2: IoT capabilities
in the media industry
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3
The IoT ecosystem
in the media industry:
Outlook for Russia’s
media companies
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IoT requires a technological ecosystem in which numerous
parties are present and working closely together. The
ecosystem for media consumption includes interrelated device
manufacturers, application developers and web designers, big

data and behavioural statistics analysts, AI-based algorithm
developers, telecom operators, content creators and media
platforms for content delivery.

Figure 3: IoT capabilities in the media ecosystem for personalisation
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To develop and apply IoT, media companies need to select either
a model for creating an ecosystem around their core product or
a model for integration into existing ecosystems or into
ecosystems that are being developed.

For example, technology companies such as Google, Apple
or Samsung have built their own ecosystems into which media
companies can integrate through applications launched from
their devices (smartphones or smart speakers) and platforms
(e.g. Apple TV). Some media companies prefer to develop
ecosystems around their products. For example, Disney
developed its own wrist straps for entertainment parks and
analysed the emotions of audiences in cinemas. Disney
is developing an ecosystem for data collection to use to
subsequently create high-quality services and a greater
consumer experience.

In Russia, despite the well-developed infrastructure for IoT
deployment (e.g. widespread penetration of electronic
devices, mature and modern telecom networks [LTE and
4G], and a significant portion of Internet users among
the country’s overall population), the application of IoT
technology remains in its early stages. We spoke to experts
from different industries to assess the outlook for IoT
technology and its potential development in Russia.

Many experts believe that large technology companies such
as Google, Apple, Yandex and Samsung will be the creators
of IoT ecosystems in Russia, and media companies creating
and distributing content will build into them. Such an opinion
is supported, for example, by Andrey Sikorskiy, Marketing
Director at RBC.
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“Our core competence is content and the verification of
content, not technology. If we try to build the
technological competence required for creating our
own ecosystem, we will spend incommensurable
resources, including money; regardless, we would
definitely be behind the major implementers of IoT,”
Sikorskiy said.
The same opinion was expressed by Sergey Paranko, Digital
Technology Director at Vedomosti. According to Paranko,

“The model for creating an ecosystem is good but difficult
to achieve, as the media industry is much weaker, both
historically and resource-wise, when it comes to
developing technologies in comparison to technology
companies. The Golden Age of our monopoly on
audiences and distribution is over. Media companies are
now constituents in somebody else’s ecosystem. They
are currently social media constituents; tomorrow they
will be constituents of IoT or virtual assistants rather than
using a communication channel that holds the audience
and has the ability to distribute information.”
“It is difficult to move in all directions at the same time,”

Alexey Filippovskiy, Leader of Rossiya Segodnya’s Internet
Technology Centre, spoke to the same effect, saying,

“You can launch RIA Novosti using the Alisa virtual
assistant, and only then can you ask, ‘What’s the latest
news?’ to hear the latest news from RIA Novosti. If you
simply ask Alisa ‘What’s the latest news?’, the virtual
assistant will launch Yandex.News.”
However, such integration has its benefits in that media
companies have an additional channel for distributing content
and generating revenue.

“Google actually builds the infrastructure for media
companies like us,” said Kirill Bushev, Digital Technology
Director at Dozhd (Rain). “It means that a consumer may
buy a subscription to Dozhd (Rain), allowing our news
to remain in Google News or Google Search, and they
will receive content through the Google ecosystem. For
us, this means lower infrastructure costs and the same
benefits. I do not see anything bad in it. We retain our
brand and there is one less step in the distribution
process.”

noted Evgeniy Rossinskiy, Technology Director at Ivi.

“In general, it is not brand dilution that is dangerous
but the dilution of the product and the user's
understanding of what it does.”
However, experts understand what integration into the
ecosystems of the technology giants means for media
companies. The creators of these ecosystems dictate
the rules and formats; moreover, they develop their
own services, which will always have priority on their
platforms. This opinion was supported by Sergey
Paranko.

“In practice, you visit someone’s ecosystem and
have the rights of a guest there,” Paranko said.
“This is the problem that media companies have
faced when working with social media when they
cannot get a foothold in the news feeds created
by smart algorithms. This is an alien ecosystem,
and the rules of the game are alien to many
media companies.”
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Many experts on the Russian media industry note that there has
been little of the integration between technology and media
companies that is required to develop an IoT ecosystem.
However, the first steps are currently being taken in this direction.
For example, Yandex’s smart speaker is integrated with Russian
websites for viewers of Amediateka and Ivi content, as well as
with media companies such as Rossiya Segodnya for news feeds
launched by the Alisa virtual assistant.

We have begun our integration. We have integrated
with Yandex’s smart speaker and the MULTiKUBIK
mobile projects,” Rossinskiy said.
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Outlook for IoT
development in Russia’s
media industry
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We have assessed the prospects for IoT development as determined by the location of content consumption
and the area to which the technology can be applied based on more than 10 interviews with industry experts.

Figure 4: Potential for IoT application in the media industry
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Russian experts believe that among the core channels and
locations of content consumption, “Home” is still the centre
of media consumption, and this is where most of a person's
information is concentrated. Experts more often see smart
speakers with an integrated virtual assistant, multimedia centres
or TV sets as the heart of any smart home, which is why media
companies are trying to find common ground with developers
of virtual assistants, smart speakers and multimedia centres.

Because of this, Evgeniy Rossinskiy, Technology Director at Ivi,
told us that he sees future smart home management as the
transmission of video streams from phones to any video-capable
device in the home, as well as integration with household media
centres.

“For example, an Apple TV multimedia centre or Smart
TV can also be used as a multimedia centre.

Medium

High

M

M
M

Amazon’s smart speaker, Yandex’s smart speaker –
all these devices can help us to reach users, and we are
happy to integrate with such services,” Rossinskiy explained.
The same opinion was voiced by Sergey Paranko, Digital
Technology Director at Vedomosti.

“To gain a foothold in one’s home means to obtain
control over everything. There is likely to be a node
system in the house, such as a virtual assistant.”
Karen Kazaryan, Chief Analyst for the Russian Association for
Electronic Communications (RAEC), made a prediction about
the near future. “Smart speakers are good, but I have

a feeling that in a year and a half or two, everything will
migrate to displays, whether they be TV sets, additional
screens or even refrigerators.”
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Kirill Bushev, Digital Technology Director for Dozhd, concurred.

“A big screen is likely to become the central element
of any home in the short term.”
However, many experts believe that one of the most
promising areas for content consumption as part of the
development of IoT in the media industry is transport,
specifically cars. As soon as self-driving cars come into use,
consumers will have additional time to consume content.
Even today, such content is represented by radio and audio
products; however, in the future, video content, text content,
games and the rest will seek their share of people’s travel
time. Experts are surprisingly unanimous in their interest
in transport.

“We can only aspire to rear-seat screens now, as
people behind the wheel should not be watching
videos. Major vendors are currently creating
ecosystems for self-driving cars, and we will be
able to integrate into them in the future,” said Evgeniy
Rossinskiy, Technology Director at Ivi.

“Cars are a well-known media segment and nobody
has ever banned radio in cars, so if we can add video,
it would be great,” said Alexey Filippovskiy, Leader of
Rossiya Segodnya’s Internet Technology Centre. “The nearterm prospect is cars. Give us cars in which all that can
be applied and we will be able to use the newly freedup time of consumers.”
Karen Kazaryan, Chief Analyst for RAEC, echoed Filippovskiy,

Rossinskiy was slightly more optimistic. “We conducted
experiments with smart watches in which they receive
only push notifications. However, there are devices
that project content to an object or a large screen.
As soon as people can use a larger screen, they opt
for that.”
Regarding its applications, one of the most promising areas in the
use of IoT is the adaptation of content format, e.g. the adaptation
of a website design and a layout for a device, and the seamless
transition of video content between devices.

“We have built a platform that enables the viewing of
content on any device, regardless of whether the user
is at home or not,” said Rossinskiy. “We watch it on our
iPhones, put it on pause and continue on a Smart TV
from the same point. We have over 500 formats for
different devices. It is a complex engineering task in
terms of expenses to optimise the cost of delivering
the video signal. We are experimenting with various
compression algorithms and different devices. We are
thinking over our delivery routes, as well as
considering user geography and the location of traffic
distribution nodes.”
There is also great potential for adapting content for a device, such
as vocalising a text (e.g. reading the news) and shortening news
stories or headlines for mobile devices and watches.

saying, “From the perspective of potential income,

transport will be the most lucrative location for media
consumption, as passengers will have a lot of spare
time that will need to be filled somehow.”

Experts rank wearables (e.g. watches and glasses) as a less
lucrative channel for distributing media content.

“Apple Watch has a small range of capabilities;
however, the phone itself has part of them, so the
need for this watch is rather nominal,” said Pavel
Vlasov-Mrdulyash, Executive Director of E-generator
Holding Company and Founder of the Ideonomika Project.

Victor Sakson, Editing Director at Rambler&Co, agreed, saying,

“This is just a fad and it will pass quickly. Devices like
Google Glass or the Apple Watch are not convenient. A
watch is needed mostly to read alerts while content is
consumed through smartphones, so it makes no sense to
use your watch for this purpose.”
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“We will keep the voice and have more of it. We will keep
video. People will watch and listen more and read less.
All of us will have to reinvent ourselves because virtual
interfaces are absolutely new phenomena in our lives.
Oral and written speech represent two completely
different languages,” said Sergey Paranko, Digital
Technology Director at Vedomosti.
Andrey Sikorskiy, Marketing Director at RBC, is well aware of
this issue as well. “When we developed an application

for watches, we found some guys who knew how to
develop applications; then we found out that a watch
had a small screen and that the content needed to be
compressed for the watch. We needed to be able to
package our content into two or three bullet points.”

Alexey Filippovskiy, Leader of Rossiya Segodnya’s Internet
Technology Centre, also spoke about packaging and repackaging, saying, “We cooperate with Yandex’s virtual

assistant Alisa and the Google assistant; we
essentially re-package radio content to match their
format and produce sound tracks. Alisa works with
our text formats.”
Adapting to the conditions of content consumption (e.g. adjusting
light and volume to match a user’s environment and context) is a
somewhat less promising area.

Content personalisation for users also has less potential due to
insufficient data. Content personalisation is currently an idea of the
future, albeit one that is likely to come to fruition soon.
Pavel Vlasov-Mrdulyash, Executive Director of E-generator
Holding Company, understands that fairly well.

“I am not a futurologist, but I understand that
everything will change dramatically and that our
well-known experience of everyone consuming the
same way at a mass scale will change. It is possible
to create an individual experience for everyone
by using certain devices. There are experiments
involving films with different endings, i.e. you put
on glasses and, as they know who you are, you
see a different ending to a movie.”
An obstacle to the development of content personification
is not only the need to collect and process data, but users’
unwillingness to share it.

According to Evgeniy Rossinskiy, Technology Director at Ivi,

“We can talk about interactive content in which a viewer
decides what will happen next, or a TV series that has
several plots from which to choose. A person's
expectations from the series can be predicted when the
model knows what part should be shown to him or her
next. There are studies that are based on an assessment
of the impressions and gestures of people in cinemas as
they watch a movie. We could digitalise and assess our
emotions by how they impact our pulse. However, I do not
believe that a person of sound mind and sober memory
would provide access to his or her health information,
even to their pulse rate.”
Many experts note that content personification is one of the most
complex and resource-intensive areas, and its practical value or
usefulness is not always obvious. For example, experts believe
that the personalisation of a news feed is only somewhat useful.
Victor Sakson, Editing Director at Rambler&Co, believes, “As for

news content, personalising one’s selection is not so
important because it is here that the most prominent trait
of human nature is revealed: the attitude of 'I do not care
about what happens in the world, but I do care about what
is important to me. I need to expand my horizons,
therefore I want to receive political and economic news,
as well as learn about something essential that I will have
to learn about anyway. If a meteorite is going to crash
into my city, I need to know about that and it should be
included in my news feed.'”
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Media companies are currently competing for the attention of

According to Paranko, “To put IoT technologies into use,

consumers. “There is a long queue of media companies

there should be a hub in the house that collects
information from different devices. To have an
ecosystem, there should be more devices, and they
should process information and transfer it somewhere.”

willing to get a hold of those two hours when you cook
dinner. There is less time and more willing parties, so
how will we rescue ourselves? Through
personalisation,” said Sergey Paranko, Digital Technology
Director at Vedomosti.
To grab people’s attention, a personalised approach to each
consumer is required, making it necessary to consider their
preferences, interests and context. In this way, IoT provides unique
opportunities; however, to realise them, it is important to have a
developed and well-running ecosystem based on a flow of data
and on smart algorithms capable of processing them. There is
no IoT without data and the ability to work with it.

As IoT develops, media companies will need to have a plan or
an approach to develop their products in the IoT ecosystem
and to create a model for earning income, with a focus on
improving or fully transforming the user experience. The
application of IoT requires a significant restructuring of the
processes within a company, which is why it is very important
for companies to focus on what will actually add value to them.

Alexey Filippovskiy, Leader of Rossiya Segodnya's Internet

In addition, the development of IoT poses a number of risks to the
media industry, many of which are related to data security. The
collection and processing of personal data requires
comprehensive legal support. Personalisation, in turn, must
consider many behavioural aspects of people and be both
appropriate and reasonable to the greatest extent possible;
otherwise, a user can associate a media brand with something
negative (e.g. with obtrusiveness, or even elements of
surveillance or bullying).

Technology Centre, agreed with Paranko, saying, “It would be

great if technology providers could learn how to work
with data and their subscribers. Then we could do a lot
of good things.”
Pavel Vlasov-Mrdulyash, Executive Director of E-generation
Holding Company, believes, “the issue of personalisation

could be resolved by robots, but they need data.”

IoT is aspiring to become a new ecosystem for media consumption, and the future of media players
depends on how quickly they respond, their flexibility towards the adaptation of business processes
and having the appropriate data on designs and management.
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We also recommend PwC’s publications on the media and
entertainment industries

Over the past 19 years, we have been preparing
annually an all-around outlook on the development of the
entertainment sector, including an analysis of consumer
and advertising expenses. We are happy to present the
next issue of PwC’s Global Entertainment and Media
Outlook 2018-2022.
Based on our analytical work, this survey includes the key
trends in the development of the Russian and global
advertising and entertainment markets, as well as a
number of opinions voiced by leading Russian experts.
Among other things, this year’s issue will cover such
topics as creative intelligence, the transformation
of telecom players into entertainment operators,
the universal use of big data (from online cinemas
to advertising holdings) and reasons why e-sports
are becoming increasingly popular among viewers
and businesses.
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